This promotional offer is only valid January 17, 2022 – February 27, 2022. Offer valid only on qualifying
home standby generator purchases made in the Houston, Texas Designated Market Area (DMA), as
defined by Nielsen Holdings PLC. For a full list of zip-codes within the DMA eligible to participate in this
promotion, visit www.Generac.com/Houston. Offer redeemable only when customer requests a free
quote through the Generac Power Systems’ Consumer Sales Team, and purchases and installs a
qualifying unit with an authorized, participating dealer** during the promotional timeframe. Previously
purchased items are not eligible. Offer is not available through retail, wholesale, .com or other outlets,
including dealers that do not participate in Generac’s Power Play program. Refurbished products are
excluded from this offer. Generator must be installed and activated for the warranty to be applied.
Individual prices may vary. The free promotional items are a 5-year extended warranty and one year of
dealer monitoring –a $595 value. Dealer monitoring only covers remote monitoring of the unit.
Maintenance packages are sold separately. The generator must be connected to an active internet
source (Wi-Fi, Ethernet, or Cellular). Connectivity results may vary based on communication device and
geographic location. If generator becomes disconnected from an internet source, customer is
responsible for reconnecting the generator. Generac is not responsible for costs associated with
reconnecting generator to internet source, by a third party. Limit one promotional offer per installed
generator. Generac air-cooled generators are only eligible for this offer, which include the following
models: 7038, 7039, 7042, 7043, 7171, 7172, 7173, 7174, 7175, 7176, 7177, 7178, 7209, 7210, 7223,
7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7290 and 7291.
**A participating authorized Generac dealer is a member of Generac Power System’s PowerPlay Program. All quotes must be
scheduled through Generac’s Consumer Sales Team, and all purchases must be made through a PowerPlay dealer to qualify for
the promotion.
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